The Samburu New Testament Dedication

The Samburu New Testament and dictionaries were launched and dedicated on 14th December 2019. The dedication took place at the Maralal Stadium in Samburu County, and was attended by about 3,000 people.

Up until now, the Samburu have tended to use the Maasai translation. Although they generally understand this translation, there are issues with comprehension, and also some of the Maasai words are offensive or derogatory to the Samburu. This has been a huge contributing factor to the Samburu not fully understanding the Christian faith and therefore mixing it with traditional religion.

‘When the Bible becomes available in local languages, it becomes a tool for evangelism and discipleship,’ says Peter Munguti, National Director of Bible Translation and Literacy (BTL), ‘We believe that having the New Testament in Samburu will transform this region.’

A total of 5,000 printed copies were produced; all have been sold and are already being used by the Samburu people. The initial cost for a copy was 150 Kenyan Shillings, but the Deputy President of Kenya, Hon Dr William Ruto, who has been very supportive of Bible translation work in the country and was present at the dedication, donated towards most of the costs and enabled each New Testament to be bought for just 10 Kenyan Shillings.

Julia Leaduma, a Samburu who attended the dedication said, ‘Today is a day of happiness for Samburus because we now have our own Bible. We now know that Jesus understands Samburu language too.’

Translation work began in 2006, and the first Scriptures (the Gospel of Luke) were published in 2014. Translation of the Old Testament is ongoing and the aim is to have a complete Samburu Bible in a few years.

Mrs. Jacinta Karita the BTL Board Chairperson urged the community to continue supporting the work of Bible Translation as there was still work to do ‘…the New Testament we are dedicating today is but a section of the whole counsel of God! We still have a long journey to go in order to have a complete Bible in the Samburu language.’
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To God be the glory!
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